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phone # ______________________

phone # ______________________

Hot Tamale Fax Form – FAX #’s: Canton: 315.386.5555 / Potsdam: 315.265.1111
Address: Canton: 67 Main Street / Potsdam: 34 Market Street
Please send fax orders at least 30 minutes prior to delivery or pick-up time. ~Thanks!
Menu can be viewed at yourhottamale.com and call to confirm your order to Canton: 315.386.3333 Potsdam: 315.265.5555
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE:

PICK-UP: what time? _______________________________________
-orDELIVERY: where to? _________________________________________

To ensure that our orders are made correctly for you, please specify what you would like on each order. If you would like any item added or
taken oﬀ of your order, just let us know! All ingredients are at the bottom of this fax form.

Item:

Bean Choice:

Meat Choice:

Cheese Choice:

Any Extras:

I Do Not Want:

Meat Choices: Ground Beef, Chicken, Pork or Steak
Bean Choices: Black, Pinto or Refried
Cheese Choices: Cheddar or Pepper-jack
Extras: Onions, tomatoes, jalapenos, sour cream, guacamole, black olives, medium or spicy salsa

*Burritos (Regular, Vegi-Roo, or Sizzling Saints Fajita): Rice, choice of beans, choice of meat, and choice of cheese, lettuce, pico de gallo, and
sour cream – served wrapped in a soft tortilla shell. To make it a Vegi-Roo, take away the meat! The Sizzling Saints Fajita does not have beans
and comes with grilled peppers and onions!
*Bear Naked Burrito Bowl: Same ingredients as a normal burrito just minus the tortilla shell for less carbs - Served in a bowl.
*Tacos: Choice of meat, choice of cheese, lettuce, pico de gallo, and sour cream – soft shell only.
*Quesadillas: Choice of meat and choice of cheese Add Vegi’s for $0.50 each or add your favorite sauce at no extra cost: BBQ sauce, Buﬀalo
sauce, or WOW sauce (our homemade taco sauce). Ask for a side of ranch or blue cheese served with BBQ or Buﬀalo quesadillas!
*The Big Earn: Our loaded nachos - Comes with beans, choice of meat, melted nacho cheese, pico de gallo, jalapenos, lettuce, and black olives.

Name:

Please give us a contact name for this order: ______________________________ Thanks for ordering Hot Tamale!

